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Abstract
This article considers the political economy of the Productivity Commission in 
industrial relations reform; in particular, its review of the industrial relations framework 
foreshadowed in 2013 and conducted in 2015. Following a history of the establishment 
of the Productivity Commission and its predecessor agencies, it argues that the 
concepts of third-party independence and third-party endorsement are important for 
understanding the role of the Productivity Commission. A review of the politics of 
industrial relations reform leads into the central analysis of the political economy of 
the Productivity Commission’s 2015 inquiry into the Australian workplace relations 
framework. The concepts of third-party independence and endorsement are applied in 
analysing some of the inquiry’s key recommendations. The conclusion discusses several 
difficulties in the political economy of the Productivity Commission and its relationships 
to government and, indeed, to evidence, when the latter contradicted its mainly liberal 
market stance.
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Historical background

The origins of the Productivity Commission (PC) go back to the Tariff Board, established 
in the 1920s to recommend on the levels of tariffs and quotas applicable to imports. 
Traditionally housed within the Trade or Secondary Industry portfolio, the Tariff Board 
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was typically accountable to a Country Party minister (most famously, Deputy Prime 
Minister ‘Black Jack’ McEwen) in the days when the minister and his department were 
strongly protectionist and were mostly captured by the industries they oversaw. The 
Whitlam Labor government, coming to office after 23 years in opposition, was deeply 
(and mutually) suspicious of its bureaucratic advisors. Whitlam wanted to challenge tra-
ditional protectionism, expand the bureaucratic perspective from manufacturing to all 
industries and establish a transparent process of expert and public inquiries on industry 
assistance (Lloyd and Reid, 1974). His government cut tariffs by 25% in July 1973 
(Hocking, 2012), revalued (upwards) the Australian dollar and replaced the Tariff Board 
with a new agency, the Industries Assistance Commission (IAC), staffed with econo-
mists more inclined to cutting than maintaining tariffs (Lloyd and Reid, 1974).

The IAC quickly established a reputation as a liberal market institution. Its recom-
mendations, usually for reduced tariffs, were supported by Treasury and (after it was split 
from Treasury in 1976 by the Fraser government) the Department of Finance, but they 
often lacked support from the Industry department. Both major political parties were 
divided on tariff issues through the 1970s and early 1980s, but on balance, the Fraser 
Liberal–National Party Coalition government remained somewhat protectionist, although 
in economic policy circles a strongly market-based philosophy (referred to as ‘monetar-
ism’, after a model devised by Milton Friedman) was taking hold.

In 1983, a new Labor government, with Bob Hawke as Prime Minister, came to 
power, having just negotiated a prices and incomes Accord with the Australian Council 
of Trade Unions. The Accord represented a different and more interventionist way of 
conceiving economic problems, and so there was a battle for ideas in the mid 1980s 
between this approach and the new liberal market orthodoxy represented by Treasury, the 
IAC and a growing band of senior officials in other departments. Whereas the Accord 
envisaged the newly established Economic Planning and Advisory Commission (EPAC) 
as an independently thinking long-term economic planning body, the new Treasurer, 
under departmental advice, established it in such a way that it became another orthodox 
source of (longer term) economic advice similar to that coming from Treasury. In the 
end, in the grand contest of ideas within government, the market-liberal view prevailed. 
It received impetus from the new Treasurer’s lack of prior economics training, the Hawke 
government’s wish not to repeat the well-documented mistakes of the Whitlam govern-
ment in its relations with Treasury (Freudenberg, 1977; Weller and Cutt, 1976), the rise 
of financial markets following the December 1983 financial deregulation and the cur-
rency and terms of trade crises of 1985–1986. This market-oriented philosophy came to 
characterise policy-making through the rest of the Labor period, albeit tempered substan-
tially by union pressure, political considerations and the social justice objectives still 
held by government members.

When the Howard Liberal–National Party government came to office in 1996, it 
sought savings, including by merging or abolishing agencies. It merged the Industry 
Commission (renamed from the IAC in 1989), EPAC and the Bureau of Industry 
Economics into the new PC, but with the former Industry Commission staff clearly dom-
inant. Importantly, the PC’s remit was wider than the IAC’s, now encompassing a broad 
range of policy matters. During the Howard government years, the PC’s publications, 
when touching on industrial relations issues, typically treated trade unions and industrial 
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laws as market imperfections and highlighted what it saw as inefficiencies arising from 
these institutions (Business Spectator, 2013).

In 2007, the Howard government was defeated at an election largely fought on indus-
trial relations issues. The new Rudd and Gillard Labor governments were hesitant to 
challenge existing policy institutions and did not seek to fundamentally alter the PC. 
They used it to seek independent advice on some issues, most famously on paid parental 
leave. The PC in turn adapted to the need to be relevant to a social democratic govern-
ment with broader concerns; nevertheless, it still applied a decidedly market liberal 
approach to solving policy problems (Green and Toner, 2014). At times (e.g. on execu-
tive remuneration), the Labor government would refer a matter to the PC in the well-
reasoned hope that the PC would kill off more interventionist and controversial ideas 
(Productivity Commission (PC), 2009). After the Abbott government came to office in 
2013, the PC had less need to be sensitive to social considerations. Importantly, although, 
it is a state agency with its own logic, including that of its own survival. For these pur-
poses, the issue of the appearance of independence is critical.

Third-party independence and third-party endorsement

On one hand, the PC cannot ignore the wishes of any current government; on the other, 
it cannot afford to lose altogether the shield of third-party independence on which it 
relies to survive future changes of government. The history of the appearance of inde-
pendence goes back to the early days of the IAC. Like the IAC, the PC holds inquiries, 
invites submissions and publishes issues papers and draft as well as final reports, rein-
forcing its self-image as an independent agency and making it quite unusual amongst 
federal government bodies. It sees its deliberations as evidence based.

This perception creates tensions when the evidence directly conflicts the economic 
models upon which it would appear the philosophy of the majority of staff is based. 
Sometimes the result is an acceptance of the evidence as contradicting commonly held 
liberal market beliefs, even on industrial relations. For example, on the question of the 
impact on productivity of the Building Industry Taskforce (BIT), created by Minister 
Abbott, and the Australian Building and Construction Commission (ABCC),1 the PC 
reflected that ‘it cannot be maintained that the data show – even in an indicative sense 
– that aggregate productivity improved because of the BIT/ABCC’ (PC, 2014: 786). It 
added, however, the unquantified caveat that it ‘still considers that the BIT/ABCC had 
positive effects in its heyday … [b]ut its impact is likely to have been masked’ (PC, 
2014). At other times (an example is provided below), the PC reworked the evidence to 
fit in with its model. The explanation for these different responses is uncertain, but may 
relate to personnel differences within the organisation – perhaps, some staff are more 
committed to evidence and some to a consistent economic philosophy.

One reason to be wary of the concept of independence when applied here is the 
logic of bureaucratic survival. Just as one Liberal–National Party government abol-
ished the Industry Commission and created the PC, so another could easily abolish the 
PC (or ‘merge’ it within, say, Treasury). Another reason relates to governments’ rea-
sons for using arm’s length agencies. A well-used quotation from the satirical series 
Yes Minister is ‘never set up an enquiry unless you know in advance what its findings 
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will be’ (Lynn and Jay, 2011: 453): governments may refer matters to the PC in the 
expectation, based on its economic philosophy, that it will provide the answer they 
seek. Thus, whereas the IAC was originally set up to play a role of third-party inde-
pendence in providing advice, some of the inquiries sent to the PC by government have 
instead been for the purpose of securing third-party endorsement.

Governments and lobby groups go to considerable lengths to obtain third-party 
endorsements, as a means of securing legitimacy for their policies. Marketers refer to the 
‘astonishing power’ of third-party endorsements for anyone marketing a product (Walker 
and Burgin, 2015). They offer ‘campaigns to obtain third party endorsement’ in order to 
‘build trust through third-party influencers’ (Ivy Worldwide, 2016).

Governments and lobby groups use a variety of institutional mechanisms to obtain 
such third-party endorsements. Often, it is simply a matter of freely provided support 
from a sympathetic person or organisation. Sometimes, though, it must be paid for. A 
common method is through consultancy reports, especially where some form of model-
ling is required to show a desired economic outcome. Such reports, according to one 
observer, are

… an exercise in dazzling the punters with pseudo-science. Anyone can make claims about the 
economic benefits or costs of a particular policy, but those claims gain an air of authority and 
false precision when they come out of an econometrician’s black box … The commissioning of 
special reports, the use of words such as ‘independent’ and ‘respected’, and the quoting of 
‘point estimates’ rather than ranges are intended to create an air of certainty and God’s truth 
revealed … The results from models are based on a mountain of assumptions – assumptions 
that are built into the model’s equations and further assumptions that are fed into the model – 
and every assumption is open to debate. (Gittins, 2007)

Nevertheless, media coverage of consultancy reports is usually uncritical, and so they 
are used to give the aura of third-party endorsement. Other sources of third-party endorse-
ment include seemingly independent ‘think tanks’, typically financed by corporate inter-
ests or other lobby groups (Murray, 2006: 147–175), and Royal Commissions, which 
‘attract public confidence as being impartial, non-political and independent’ (Ransley, 
2015). The PC’s economic modelling capacity gives it particular importance in providing 
third-party endorsements for particular policy actions. However, it is not always used for 
this purpose – the Gillard government’s use of it to propose a paid parental leave scheme 
is one example. Nor can it be relied upon to always give a politically ‘correct’ (also, 
ironically, PC) response. An example was its assessment of productivity growth in the 
construction sector, mentioned above, leading to Prime Minister Turnbull publicly pre-
ferring the discredited findings of an economic consultancy over those of the PC on that 
issue on national television (Allan et al., 2010; Turnbull, 2016).

The increasingly important function of the PC in providing third-party endorsement 
is important to understanding its role in industrial relations.

The politics of industrial relations and the PC

Following the defeat of the Howard government, including the loss of the Prime 
Minister’s seat, at the 2007 election, the Liberal–National Coalition, in opposition, was 
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keen to distance itself from the politically damaging 2005 ‘WorkChoices’ industrial rela-
tions legislation. This was seen as costing it the election (Crowe, 2007; Maley, 2007; 
Morris, 2007), an assessment endorsed by statistical analysis (Spies-Butcher and Wilson, 
2007). Opposition Leader Tony Abbott referred in 2010 to WorkChoices being ‘dead, 
buried and cremated’ (Curtis, 2010). Yet industrial relations deregulation was ‘an article 
of faith’ for Coalition members (Howard in Hudson, 2005) – an area of strong ideologi-
cal conviction – it had been the issue on which surveys show the greatest difference 
between Coalition and Labor party candidates (Taft, 1998). So the Coalition needed a 
new public approach to industrial relations.

The Coalition’s 2015–2016 industrial relations strategy appeared to be inspired by 
its earlier, successful approach to the introduction of a goods and services tax (GST). 
Prior to the 1996 election, following a surprise 1993 election loss on the issue, 
Opposition Leader Howard had pledged to ‘never, ever’ introduce a GST, ‘it’s dead’ 
(quoted in ABC (Australian Broadcasting Commission), 2015). Yet after winning a 
large majority in 1996, his new Government promised to introduce the tax after the 
1998 election. Despite a swing against it, the Coalition won the 1998 election and was 
able to enact this major policy change. Repeating this strategy would require a nonde-
script industrial relations policy in the lead-up to the 2013 election, ‘keeping industrial 
relations off the front pages’ (Kenny and Lucas, 2013) consistent with the ‘dead, bur-
ied and cremated’ remark, followed by a major shift in policy before the 2016 election. 
The latter would require two things: a policy package more attractive than, but as 
effective as, WorkChoices and a strong rationale for the change of heart. The new 
package would place less emphasis than in 1996–2006 on directly reducing employee 
entitlements (achieved in WorkChoices through such mechanisms as requirements to 
offer individual Australian Workplace Agreements over-riding collective agreements 
and removal of unfair dismissal protections). Instead, it would rely more on directly 
attacking trade unions, whose power ultimately enabled employees to protect and 
boost their pay and conditions – building on the belief that voters had little faith in 
union leaders’ honesty (Roy Morgan Research, 2014), but perhaps underplaying the 
popular acceptance of unions’ role in society (Peetz, 2002, 2010).

The rationale for the change of approach would come from two major reports endors-
ing such a policy: a Royal Commission into Trade Union Governance and Corruption 
and a PC inquiry into the workplace relations framework, dealing with pay and condi-
tions matters. The latter was promised in May 2013, 4 months before the 2013 election 
(Liberal Party of Australia and National Party, 2013), and the former was announced 
several months after it. Although industrial relations have been a long-standing matter of 
policy contention, it had never been referred in its own right to the PC, as the parties’ 
positions were well established, and obtaining an independent opinion from the PC, with 
its well-understood philosophy, would serve no purpose. Now, however, the PC could 
serve a concrete and important purpose to provide third-party endorsement for the poli-
cies that the Coalition preferred to enact.

A difficulty, however, with this method of securing third-party endorsement is that 
a government is unable to be certain of the content of the report before it is provided 
and, especially with the PC, is unable to control the timing of reports. Moreover, once 
the report is commissioned, a change in political circumstances is hard to accommodate. 
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In the unlikely event of a consultant’s report being unhelpful, it can simply be sup-
pressed, but this option is not available with a report from the PC.

So it was that changing political circumstances greatly complicated the PC industrial 
relations report. Instead of enjoying a long ‘honeymoon’ period in opinion polls, as 
Howard and other new governments had experienced – a precondition for advancing a 
radical policy before its first re-election campaign – the new Abbott government soon 
found itself trailing in the opinion polls. Despite the leaking of a draft in March 2014, 
announcement of the terms of reference for the PC industrial relations inquiry was 
delayed until December 2014, over a year after the 2013 election. The PC released ‘issues 
papers’ in the following month (Abetz and Hockey, 2014; Massola, 2014b; Productivity 
Commission, 2015b). Although some senior Coalition politicians believed industrial 
relations had been ‘neutralised’ as a political issue and were willing to speak publicly on 
the issue (Massola, 2014a; Taylor, 2015), without a strong polling lead a radical indus-
trial relations policy would be dangerous. In late 2015, Abbott was deposed and replaced 
as Prime Minister by Malcolm Turnbull. This change led to a substantial but seemingly 
temporary rise in popularity of the government and by the early months of 2016, it was 
unclear how the government would respond to the recommendations of the PC inquiry, 
which had been handed down in November 2015.

The PC inquiry into the workplace relations framework

The PC’s ‘issues papers’ suggested that the PC planned a very broad-ranging approach 
to the topic, consistent with ultimately making what conservative commentators hailed 
as potential ‘once in a generation’ recommendations (The Australian, 2015). The PC 
challenged some issues – such as the distinction between competition law and industrial 
relations law – that had been fundamental to the operations of industrial relations in 
Australia for a century and to the concept, underpinning labour law, of achieving some 
sort of balance of power in the workplace. The language of the review suggested that it 
was a review only of employer issues of productivity and flexibility, with no counterbal-
ancing attention to employee issues of equity and justice. In the issues papers, there were 
40 mentions of ‘flexibility’ and 50 of ‘productivity’, but only three of ‘equity’, while 
‘justice’ was only mentioned in other articles’ titles. ‘Penalty rates’, ‘dismissal’, ‘mini-
mum wages’ and ‘awards’ – all sources of employer complaint – received 45, 50, 142 and 
123 mentions respectively; ‘women’ received three (mostly historical), ‘gender’ another 
three, ‘inequality’ two and ‘poverty’ one.

The final PC industrial relations report, though over 1000 pages long, was less ambi-
tious. It also showed signs of some of those apparent internal tensions mentioned earlier. 
Some parts of the report seemed reflective of a quite purist market liberal model, some-
times even torturing data to match the model; while others seemed more cognisant of 
industrial relations reality.

The main focus of publicity from the PC report was on its recommendation to cut 
Sunday wage premiums – ‘penalty rates’ – for retail and hospitality workers. Surprisingly, 
the PC did not recommend abolition of all penalty rates but consistent with the newly 
incremental approach adopted by employers in the 2015 review of modern awards by the 
industrial tribunal, the Fair Work Commission (FWC), it instead focussed on reducing 
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Sunday penalty rates. To some outside observers, this specialised focus seemed almost 
arcane and hardly a fundamental challenge to industrial regulation. But it reflected two 
things: the change in the political climate on industrial relations in light of the poor popu-
larity of the Abbott government and the strategic importance of penalty rates in employ-
ers’ labour cost agendas. On the most recent previous occasion, when employers had 
opportunity to make major savings in labour costs – through the availability of Australian 
Workplace Agreements (AWAs) without an underpinning ‘no disadvantage’ test in the 
WorkChoices years – the main way in which employers had achieved cuts in labour costs 
was through reductions in penalty rates for night and weekend work and in overtime pay 
(Peetz and Preston, 2009). With the lessons of the 2007 election remembered, there was 
now little prospect of the award ‘safety net’ of penalty rates being sidelined through 
AWAs. Instead, the focus would be on reducing the safety net itself, by directly reducing 
penalty rates in Australia’s system of 122 modern awards, established and periodically 
reviewed by the FWC, the body that formally sets award rates of pay. The government’s 
willingness to legislate directly on penalty rates might be weak, but employers could 
more directly aim to achieve their goal through the review of penalty rates in modern 
awards in the retail and hospitality sectors being undertaken by the FWC. This was the 
great political advantage of focusing on penalty rates: the government could set the scene 
and commission an appropriate set of findings from the PC, without having to take politi-
cal blame itself.

So it was that, several months after the PC report was handed down, the employer 
bodies in the penalty rates case before the FWC sought permission, after cross-examina-
tion of experts had been completed, to have the PC report ‘admitted into evidence’, 
without the opportunity for its authors to be cross-examined. This bid was strongly 
opposed by union representatives. The FWC declined to admit the PC report in exactly 
the form sought by employers, but nonetheless admitted it ‘as part of the common evi-
dence before the Full Bench’, allowing parties to address in their final submissions (long 
after the expert evidence had been finalised and tested) the ‘weight to be attributed to it’ 
((2016) FWCFB 965). The outcome of the case before the FWC was unknown at the 
time of writing, and one should not exaggerate the role of evidence in determining out-
comes. As influential as the thousands of pages of exhibits, testimony and argument may 
be, precedent may be even more powerful – in particular, a FWC decision in 2014 to cut 
Sunday penalty rates for casual restaurant employees ((2014) FWCFB 1996). If the FWC 
decided to cut Sunday penalty rates in retailing, the PC report might provide an impor-
tant third-party endorsement for that decision.

In the rest of this section, we consider in detail some of the PC recommendations, but 
with particular emphasis on its prognostications regarding penalty rates.

Penalty rates

The great majority of workers who would lose wages from the PC recommendations – 
with wage cuts of 17%–37.5%, as estimated by the commission, for Sunday work – were 
non-unionists. They have weak bargaining power – notwithstanding the PC’s statement 
that ‘employers in such industries are not likely to have the same level of bargaining 
power over their employees as in many other industries’. The Fair Work Ombudsman’s 
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(FWO) (2014) more experience-based view was that that parts of this sector have ‘high 
non-compliance risk and are employers of vulnerable workers’ (p. 34).

The PC espoused the opinion that ‘businesses would not be the beneficiaries of dereg-
ulated penalty rates’ – a comment at odds with the long ‘campaign’ waged by business 
bodies to cut penalty rates there, not just on Sundays (Desloires and Dunckley, 2015; 
NSW Business Chamber, 2013; Price, 2015; Tran, 2015) and with the fact that the PC did 
not propose ‘deregulated penalty rates’ (perhaps a function of that internal tension men-
tioned earlier). Among consumers, considered by the commission as the beneficiaries, 
81% opposed the removal of penalty rates (Essential Media Communications (EMC), 
2015). Explicitly omitted from the PC’s agenda to cut penalty rates (again, consistent 
with the employer agenda) were essential services such as nursing, policy and fire ser-
vices and even continuous production manufacturing. Workers in most of these areas 
were more highly unionised and would put up much more visible resistance if their pen-
alty rates were challenged (Phillips, 2014). Some observers plausibly wondered if that 
was the reason they were excluded, but had no doubt that a precedent set in retail and 
hospitality would eventually set the tone for the rest of the workforce (Lyons, 2015). The 
Business Council of Australia proposed to ‘start with the Productivity Commission’s 
proposal and then go further’ (Westacott, 2015).

An example of the tension between evidence and a market liberal economic philoso-
phy occurred when the PC discussed the evidence on penalty rates. On one hand, it rec-
ognised that there were ‘several deficiencies’, identified by the PC (2015c) and other 
economists, in the ‘evidence for policy change’ presented by the main witness for the 
employers and conceded that ‘robust evidence’ in favour of lower penalty rates was ‘hard 
to find’ (p. 490). This was for good reason: there was a substantial body of material pre-
sented to the FWC and available to the PC indicating that Sunday penalty rates did not 
reduce employment (Borland, 2015; Quiggin, 2015; Yu, 2015). On the other hand, rather 
than accepting this material as evidence against reducing working conditions, the PC 
(2015c) report devoted a whole section to arguing that the ‘burden of proof’ should be on 
the ‘proponents of the current high rates’ (pp. 461,489–492). It insisted there ‘will be 
positive and beneficial’ effects on employment (p. 462, emphasis added). Of course, it is 
in the nature of statistical hypothesis testing that a hypotheses can never be absolutely 
proven, it can only be accepted or rejected. Faced with (and accepting) evidence that ran 
counter to its philosophy, the PC sought to overturn statistical conventions and assert that 
anyone who disagreed with its philosophy had to prove that the PC was wrong. It was a 
far cry from the Report’s promise that ‘careful judgements’ about the ‘probabilities’ of 
certain policy effects were required (p. 202). It was as if one part of the organisation had 
found that the evidence went one way, but another part decided that, if the evidence is not 
consistent with our philosophy, it is necessary to redefine that evidence as not meeting a 
new burden of proof.

The PC also claimed that community attitudes on penalty rates for Sundays had 
changed, but presented no attitudinal evidence on this. It argued that Sundays were no 
worse for workers than Saturdays, although the authors of the survey evidence that the PC 
cited, from the Centre for Work + Life (CWL), concluded, ‘Those who work on Saturday 
and particularly Sunday have worse work life interference – an issue that is relevant to the 
current debate about penalty rates in Australia’ (Skinner and Pocock, 2014: 1, emphasis 
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added). CWL researchers were rightly annoyed that the PC had misrepresented the data 
(2016, personal communication; see also Pocock, this volume). The PC observed that 
‘the worst social disabilities arise from evening work’ and that evening rates were much 
lower than weekend rates, but it made no recommendation to increase evening rates. 
This surprised no-one.

Enterprise contracts

The PC recommended the introduction of ‘enterprise contracts’. These proposed con-
tracts combined key features of two previously abandoned instruments. One was 
‘employer greenfield agreements’ (EGAs), which existed only under the WorkChoices 
legislation in force between 2005 and 2009. They enabled an employer to ‘make an 
agreement’ with itself on the conditions that would apply to new employees – but only 
in a new establishment, whereas ‘enterprise contracts’ would apply in any establishment 
of any size and age. The PC said its recommendation on ‘enterprise contracts’ would ‘go 
a long way in allowing enterprises to negotiate with individuals without union represen-
tation if that is their wish’. Unfortunately, it would not be a ‘negotiation because the 
employers would be able to establish an enterprise contract “without having to negoti-
ate”’ with anyone. Indeed, it could be offered ‘to all prospective employees as a condi-
tion of employment’. The enterprise contract would not be subject to the existing ‘better 
off overall test’ that currently applied to enterprise agreements and individual flexibility 
arrangements. Instead, it would be tested against a weaker ‘no disadvantage’ test. Under 
WorkChoices, EGAs had led to frequent cuts in penalty rates and other conditions 
(Gahan, 2007).

The second instrument inspiring ‘enterprise contracts’ was that of the individual con-
tracts known as Australian Workplace Agreements (AWAs). Under WorkChoices, AWAs 
could be offered as a condition of employment. Even when they were subject to a ‘no 
disadvantage’ test (under the Workplace Relations Act 1996 before it was amended by 
the WorkChoices legislation), AWAs were shown to lead to lower pay and conditions 
(and/or to be used for union avoidance) (Peetz, 2006; Peetz and Preston, 2009).

As with AWAs and EGAs, enterprise contracts would most clearly affect non-union 
workers by reducing conditions but also facilitating union avoidance. The PC also pro-
posed (although this was not clear in the report) that employees be unable to recover any 
underpayments achieved through such contracts (Harris, cited in Hannon, 2015). This 
proposed provision would especially disadvantage non-union workers and open the sys-
tem to the extensive abuse experienced by migrant workers, especially that already well-
documented in retailing, hospitality and agriculture (Ferguson et al., 2016).

Individual flexibility arrangements and some other changes

The PC proposed that the period of notice for cancelling an unsatisfactory ‘individual 
flexibility agreement’ be multiplied by up to eight times. The Fair Work Act 2009 had 
abolished AWAs and instead required that all awards include a standard ‘flexibility term’. 
This provision, among other things, enabled the establishment of ‘Individual Flexibility 
Arrangements’ (IFAs) between individual employees and an employer. Unlike the 
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former AWAs (which were scrutinised by the Office of the Employment Advocate), IFAs 
are not routinely scrutinised by any agency. They are held in the payroll office of the 
employer. If the FWO inspects the wage records of an employer and an IFA is below 
standard, then the employer is in breach of the award. This happens only if an employer 
is found out: either the employee has to know to make a complaint (and if they knew they 
were being underpaid, they might not have signed the IFA) or the FWO has to know to 
conduct an inspection of that workplace. In 2012, three quarters of IFAs were used to 
formalise what were previously informal and, by implication, illegal practices (Fair 
Work Commission, 2012). Most IFAs were initiated by employers, not employees, so the 
flexibility is predominantly for the benefit, in the first instance, of the employer. Many 
employees on IFAs were required to sign as a condition of getting or keeping their job 
– this was the case for half the employers who used IFAs (Fair Work Commission, 2012). 
This circumstance appears to indicate a frequent breach of section 344[c] of the Fair 
Work Act. In the context of the problems, IFAs already present regarding compliance, 
multiplying eightfold the period of notice for cancelling an unsatisfactory one would 
exacerbate exploitation of vulnerable workers.

There were a number of other recommendations in the PC report, too numerous to 
detail here. For example, the PC proposed changing unfair dismissal laws to enable the 
FWC to ignore breaches of proper procedure by employers. Again, this would have the 
biggest impact in non-union firms, which are less likely to have formal systems and pro-
cedures in any case (Verma, 2005). Many of the other PC recommendations, in areas 
such as industrial action, would reduce the bargaining power of unions.

Market versus Stalinist neoliberalism

Notwithstanding the recommendations outlined above, many of the findings and recom-
mendations were not what the Coalition government would probably have been seeking 
– at least, not at the time it decided to promise the PC review. For example, the PC could 
find no evidence that there would be productivity gains from major changes to the indus-
trial relations system or even from reducing the level of industrial conflict. It found ‘little 
evidence that unfair dismissal laws are a major obstacle to hiring’ (PC, 2015c: 30). It 
observed that ‘Australia has one of the more light-handed suites of arrangements’ for 
protecting employees from unfair dismissal (PC, 2015c: 29), that the level of strikes is 
low, the system is largely working, and even (a statement unusual for the PC) that ‘with-
out regulation … employees are likely to have much less bargaining power than employ-
ers, with adverse outcomes for their wages and conditions’ (p. 2). While a fair assessment 
of the available evidence, some of these observations read as if they were not written by 
the same hands that wrote about the absence of any long-term impact of penalty rates on 
profits or the merits of enterprise contracts. The PC also favoured implementing some of 
the remaining recommendations of the 2012 review into the Fair Work Act (McCallum 
et al., 2012).

There were also examples of how available evidence, and a market philosophy, com-
bined to weaken the case for greater intervention against workers. Detailed prescrip-
tions on the procedures to be followed in applications for secret ballots and ‘legal’ 
industrial action were one instance. A market (and democratic) solution would require 
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unions hold secret ballots before undertaking industrial action, but would leave imple-
mentation to the parties (unions) to work out. Yet, the WorkChoices legislation imposed 
26 pages of procedural requirements designed to provide detailed notice to employers 
of any action and numerous opportunities for employer interventions to pre-empt it. The 
Labor government, under pressure from employer organisations, left these mostly 
unchanged in the Fair Work Act. Yet, the PC report questioned the complexity of secret 
ballot procedures supported by both parties. It also recommended the bar be lowered for 
identifying ‘sham contracting’ arrangements by employers and argued for improved 
protections for migrant workers.

The PC (2015a) also questioned, in its draft report, prohibitions on ‘pattern bargain-
ing’ when such bargaining may lead to ‘low transaction cost agreements that parties 
genuinely consent to’ (p. 53). Its final report observed that ‘a blanket prohibition on pat-
tern bargaining would have unintended and undesirable consequences’ (PC, 2015c: 645, 
although a true market liberal solution would impose no restrictions on pattern bargain-
ing by unions, especially given that employers routinely engage in pattern bargaining 
(Ling and Waterhouse, 2009; McCrystal, 2006). The final report also recommended that 
Parliament abandon a Bill, at the time before the Senate, that sought to involve the FWC 
in assessing the ‘excessiveness’ of union claims, as ‘undermining the decentralised and 
enterprise-oriented focus underpinning the WR framework’ (PC, 2015c: 882). That Bill 
also mandated, in enterprise agreements, ‘productivity clauses’ that the PC saw as ‘likely 
to have perverse effects’ (PC, 2015c: 694).

Such challenges arise because of the type of institution that the PC is: ‘a market liberal 
body that mostly searches for a close approximation to market solutions to any problem 
it is asked to address’. In some ways, the workplace policies of the Howard Coalition 
government, which provided key ministers (such as Ministers Abetz and Hockey) for the 
Abbott government, were not so much representative of market liberalism as ‘Stalinist 
neo-liberalism’ (Peetz and Bailey, 2011). While in certain aspects that government sought 
to expose employees to unconstrained market forces, it also sought to intervene in the 
employment relationship in great detail, prompting criticism from the conservative HR 
Nicholls Society that its policies were ‘the old Soviet system of command and control, 
where every economic decision has to go back to some central authority’ (Evans, reported 
in Carbonell, 2006). The preferences of the Abbott and Turnbull governments appeared 
similar, although they have been understandably less adventurous.

Conclusion: Contradictions and the PC

The PC is a market liberal institution whose recommendations on industrial relations 
would disadvantage workers, by reducing their income and power and favour corpora-
tions. Most prominently, that is the case in relation to enterprise contracts and cutting 
penalty rates for Sunday work, but it also applies to recommendations in such areas as 
individual flexibility arrangements, unfair dismissals and industrial action. It appears to 
have originally been used by the Liberal–National Party Coalition government to obtain 
ex ante third-party endorsement for a more radical industrial relations agenda in the lead-
up to the 2016 election. If so, that strategy was thrown into doubt by the poor polling of 
the Coalition government in its first term in office, highlighting one of the difficulties of 
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seeking to obtain ex ante third-party endorsement in a potentially changing political 
environment. The great advantage and disadvantage of a PC inquiry concerned its sepa-
ration from the government. The government needed a seemingly ‘independent’ ration-
ale for radical industrial relations change. However, this independence took a highly 
contentious and potentially embarrassing issue out of the control of the government. The 
experience of the PC on industrial relations also highlights a number of difficulties aris-
ing from a series of contradictions.

The first contradiction is that between a government seeking third-party endorsement 
and an agency seeking to reproduce itself and its ideology by use of what it sees as evi-
dence. The findings that the system was largely working, that there were no major pro-
ductivity gains to be had from systemic change, that dispute levels were low, that unfair 
dismissal laws were lax by international standards and unlikely to be an obstacle to hir-
ing, and that without regulation, employees would have much less bargaining power than 
employers were all based on evidence and contradicted many of the ideas upon which the 
rationale for WorkChoices was based. They also contradicted many of the prior beliefs 
of those in the Liberal Party. Whether they were what the government wanted it to say at 
the time is another matter and impossible to ascertain, but even if they were, they make 
it difficult for radical reform to occur in the near future without a new review and a 
change of heart by the PC.

The second, related contradiction is that between a government wanting a form of 
‘Stalinist neoliberalism’ and an agency more committed to market liberalism. The PC’s 
recommendation for more liberal laws on secret ballots was an illustration – the PC 
wanting less restrictions than were imposed both by Coalition and by Labor govern-
ments. The fact that Labor had endorsed importing the WorkChoices provisions with 
minor changes into the Fair Work Act also illustrated how sensitive the Labor govern-
ment had become to employer criticism and how much of the ‘Stalinist neoliberalism’ of 
WorkChoices had been retained in the Fair Work Act.

The third contradiction is that between what the evidence says and what the philoso-
phy demands. The way in which some parts of the PC Report look to be written by less 
ideologically committed hands than other parts illustrates this. Related to this third con-
tradiction, then, might be unobserved contradictions within the agency between those 
parts wishing to examine the evidence carefully and those wishing to focus on reproduc-
ing the philosophy. Perhaps, the starkest illustration of this contradiction between evi-
dence and philosophy comes in the discussion of penalty rates. One hand writes of how 
deregulating penalty rates would produce gains for consumers, not profits, while another 
hand recommends against deregulation and instead for reduction of Sunday penalties. 
One hand writes of how cutting penalty rates will increase employment, while the other 
writes of the lack of evidence in support of such a proposition. To attempt to resolve 
these contradiction, the PC ties itself in knots arguing for a new statistical convention, 
that the ‘burden of proof’ against change lies on those supporting existing policy to prove 
that a cut in penalty rates would not lead to increased employment.

In the end, the PC’s report on the workplace relations framework was not as philo-
sophically purist as many were expecting. To what extent this was because of the appar-
ent internal contradictions within the PC, the conflict arising from its being a market-based 
institution working for an actively interventionist government or because it possessed 
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more finely tuned political antennae than many expected – by the time the draft report 
came down, in August 2015, few in the Abbott government would have wanted a radical 
industrial relations policy anyway – is difficult to assess. Either way, at the time of writ-
ing, it appeared unlikely that all of its recommendations would be accepted by the gov-
ernment. It is, of course, dangerous for a writer to make predictions about things that may 
be known by the time the article is published, but at time of writing, it seemed that the 
more vulnerable recommendations would be either those that were politically too dan-
gerous (such as ‘enterprise contracts’) or those that were not interventionist enough (e.g. 
on secret ballots, where neither party was willing to endorse a more market-based 
approach). On weekend penalty rates, however, the government could afford to be rela-
tively silent. The main body dealing with this issue was the FWC. An avowedly interven-
tionist government might pass laws regarding the handling of penalty rate cases, but a 
more politically sensitive one would leave the matter with the FWC. Between them, the 
PC and the FWC could facilitate both third-party endorsement and third-party blame.
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Note

1. The Building Industry Taskforce (BIT) was established in 2002 and succeeded in 2005 by 
the Australian Building and Construction Commission (ABCC) which had wide powers to 
monitor, investigate and enforce alleged breaches of federal industrial law within the build-
ing industry. Opposition to its powers to coerce evidence and enter and search premises led 
to its 2012 replacement under Labor by a body called Fair Work Building and Construction. 
Contest over The Liberal–National government’s legislative efforts to reintroduce the ABCC 
were used in 2016 as a potential early election ‘trigger’ (Hannan, 2016).
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